
General Topics :: Just my sense of humour!

Just my sense of humour! - posted by philologos (), on: 2007/1/31 14:23
I glanced across at the 'who is online' section and read the statement...

DIEDTOSELF 40 seconds ago

It's nice to have that kind of precise testimony, I suppose! :-D 

Re: Just my sense of humour! - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2007/1/31 14:30

Quote:
-------------------------DIEDTOSELF 40 seconds ago
-------------------------

Paul said "I die daily" don't think think this is getting abit extreme now "every 40 seconds"  :-P 

Re: - posted by DIEDTOSELF (), on: 2007/1/31 16:30
Pretty neat isn't it? Aye!

Re: - posted by Compton (), on: 2007/1/31 18:36
 
Quote:
-------------------------Pretty neat isn't it? Aye!
-------------------------

It is!

However I think you must be must be backsliding just a bit (from the time Ron read it first) because when I looked down i
t said DIEDTOSELF 4 minutes ago... ;-)

Re: Just my sense of humour! - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2007/1/31 22:54

Quote:
-------------------------
philologos wrote:
I glanced across at the 'who is online' section and read the statement...

DIEDTOSELF 40 seconds ago

It's nice to have that kind of precise testimony, I suppose! :-D 
-------------------------

trust Ron to find that and post it  :-P 

Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2007/1/31 22:55

Quote:
-------------------------
Compton wrote:
 
Quote:
-------------------------Pretty neat isn't it? Aye!
-------------------------
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It is!

However I think you must be must be backsliding just a bit (from the time Ron read it first) because when I looked down it said DIEDTOSELF 4 minute
s ago... ;-)
-------------------------

and then bro mike pulled this one  :-P too funny

Re: another chuckle! - posted by philologos (), on: 2007/2/2 12:32
Another incident had me chuckling today.  I have been reading a book called 
(http://www.amazon.com/gp/search/refsr_adv_b/?search-aliasstripbooks&field-keywords&author&select-authorfield-auth
or-like&title&select-titlefield-title&subject&select-subjectfield-subject&field-publisher&field-isbn0387952896&node&field-b
inding&field-age&field-language&field-dateopbefore&field-datemod0&field-dateyear2009&chooser-sortrank%21%2Bsale
srank&mysubmitbutton1.x0&mysubmitbutton1.y0) Rare Earth  It was a gift from a friend who Â‘understands these things
Â’.  This is my second reading, my science is stretched to breaking point.  The writers are not Christian but they are exa
mining just how likely it is that Â‘lifeÂ’ exists on other planets; the answer is Â‘not veryÂ’.  They explain the Â‘big bangÂ’ 
and how all the atoms in the universe arrived immediately! and then go on to explain how different elements may have a
rrived.  It is when I got to the Â‘biogenic elementsÂ’ that they had me laughing.  I quoteÂ… The arrival of the Â‘biogenic 
elementsÂ’ on Earth is a matter of considerable speculation, but it is likely that most of them came from the outer region
s.  In the coldest outer regions of the nebula, water and nitrogen and carbon compounds could condense to form solids.
 Presolar interstellar solids carrying the light elements were also preserved in this region.  Although most of these materi
als stayed in the outer solar system, some would ultimately have reached Earth by scattering.  When they passed near 
an outer planet, their orbits about the sun could have been significantly altered, sometimes sending them toward the su
n, where they might collide with terrestrial planets.  Such gravitational effects  from encounters with planets can cause a
steroidal and cometary debris, rich in light elements, to assume earth-impacting orbits.  This Â‘cross-talkÂ’ caused some
degree of mixing between different feeding zones and provided a means of bringing the building blocks of life to what mi
ght otherwise have been a lifeless planet lacking in many biogenic elements because it formed too close to the sun.Did 
you notice how all those Â“likelyÂ”, Â“couldÂ”, "ultimately", Â“mightÂ” and Â“canÂ” words suddenly morphed into Â“This 
Â‘cross-talk caused some degree of mixingÂ…Â” and from there on there nothing stopping the theory actually working.  
From the vaguest speculations to a solid foundation in a single paragraph.

ItÂ’s going to be difficult to take the rest of the book seriously after this.

BTW this is an interesting book for any whose science is better than mine.

Re: Just my sense of humour!, on: 2007/2/2 12:39

Quote:
-------------------------DIEDTOSELF 40 seconds ago
-------------------------

LOL... thats great! 

Kinda reminds me of a church sign I saw once that said:

4 Day Revival!

I thought to myself "Wonder what happens on the 5th day?? Go back to the bar?"

Krispy
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Re: - posted by RobertW (), on: 2007/2/2 14:32

Quote:
-------------------------ItÂ’s going to be difficult to take the rest of the book seriously after this.
-------------------------

One question I often pose to those who can come up with these sort of outrageous speculations. Where did the 'life' com
e from? Say I have a 200lb and 10 ounce man who was just frozen suddenly solid. He is 'dead'. Yet I have all the chemi
cals and components that serve as the building blocks of life. I have not lost a single ounce in the death process. We tha
w the man out and have a perfectly good human being. All except for one thing... life. How can we put the 'life' in this ma
chine? So no matter if all the components came together at once and made a perfectly good human being- they still hav
e to answer where the 'life' comes from. 

Re: DIEDTOSELF????, on: 2007/2/2 14:57
sermonindex wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------DIEDTOSELF 40 seconds ago
-------------------------

Paul said "I die daily" don't think think this is getting abit extreme now "every 40 seconds"  :-P 
-------------------------

Quote:
-------------------------

HAHAHA
This could be the start of a good theological discussion thread.  But as its a humerous one, just a brief comment perhaps... I suppose "dyin
g to self" should in practice be constant - or as frequent as needs to be.  

I think it was Watchman Nee who said, "When God's will crosses mine, and I choose God's" ...that is the operation of the Cross in my life, th
e same thing, I think, as "death to self" in everyday practical terms.

I take comfort in the thought that even Jesus didn't find that easy.  And HE gives us the power to say with Him, "Father, not my will...

I'm glad the Lord has a sense of humour though,as sort of "spoonful of sugar" to make the spiritual "castor oil" more palatable

Jeannette

Re: 4 day revival, on: 2007/2/2 15:07

Quote:
-------------------------
KrispyKrittr wrote:

Quote:
-------------------------DIEDTOSELF 40 seconds ago
-------------------------

LOL... thats great! 

Kinda reminds me of a church sign I saw once that said:

4 Day Revival!

I thought to myself "Wonder what happens on the 5th day?? Go back to the bar?"

Krispy
-------------------------

I understand that this is just the American way of announcing a series of Christian meetings.
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Hope none of you are offended if I wonder if that reflects the American tendency (at least with some) to think yo
u can do anything, 
even organise a revival. 

Good on you for the stout, independent pioneering spirit (unlike our European apathy), but I got news for you, y
ou can't organise GOD!!! ;-) 

Jeannette   

Re:, on: 2007/2/2 15:25

Quote:
-------------------------
LittleGift wrote:
I'm glad the Lord has a sense of humour though,as sort of "spoonful of sugar" to make the spiritual "castor oil" more palatablequote
Quote:
-------------------------

Spiritual castor oil causes spiritual purging, of course.

And while we're on the subject, do you know why prunes are called "missionaries"?

Because they go into dark places and do good! :-P 

Jeannette

Re:, on: 2007/2/2 15:38

Quote:
-------------------------
philologos wrote:
Another incident had me chuckling today.  I have been reading a book called 
(http://www.amazon.com/gp/search/refsr_adv_b/?search-aliasstripbooks&field-keywords&author&select-authorfield-author-like&title&select-titlefield-titl
e&subject&select-subjectfield-subject&field-publisher&field-isbn0387952896&node&field-binding&field-age&field-language&field-dateopbefore&field-d
atemod0&field-dateyear2009&chooser-sortrank%21%2Bsalesrank&mysubmitbutton1.x0&mysubmitbutton1.y0) Rare Earth  It was a gift from a friend w
ho Â‘understands these thingsÂ’.  This is my second reading, my science is stretched to breaking point.  The writers are not Christian but they are exa
mining just how likely it is that Â‘lifeÂ’ exists on other planets; the answer is Â‘not veryÂ’.  They explain the Â‘big bangÂ’ and how all the atoms in the u
niverse arrived immediately! and then go on to explain how different elements may have arrived.  It is when I got to the Â‘biogenic elementsÂ’ that they
had me laughing.  I quoteÂ… The arrival of the Â‘biogenic elementsÂ’ on Earth is a matter of considerable speculation, but it is likely that most of the
m came from the outer regions.  In the coldest outer regions of the nebula, water and nitrogen and carbon compounds could condense to form solids. 
Presolar interstellar solids carrying the light elements were also preserved in this region.  Although most of these materials stayed in the outer solar sy
stem, some would ultimately have reached Earth by scattering.  When they passed near an outer planet, their orbits about the sun could have been s
ignificantly altered, sometimes sending them toward the sun, where they might collide with terrestrial planets.  Such gravitational effects  from encoun
ters with planets can cause asteroidal and cometary debris, rich in light elements, to assume earth-impacting orbits.  This Â‘cross-talkÂ’ caused some 
degree of mixing between different feeding zones and provided a means of bringing the building blocks of life to what might otherwise have been a lifel
ess planet lacking in many biogenic elements because it formed too close to the sun.Did you notice how all those Â“likelyÂ”, Â“couldÂ”, "ultimately", Â“
mightÂ” and Â“canÂ” words suddenly morphed into Â“This Â‘cross-talk caused some degree of mixingÂ…Â” and from there on there nothing stopping 
the theory actually working.  From the vaguest speculations to a solid foundation in a single paragraph.

ItÂ’s going to be difficult to take the rest of the book seriously after this.

BTW this is an interesting book for any whose science is better than mine.
-------------------------

Its unbelievable how stupid some intelligent folk can be.  A good illustration of "The fool says in his heart, 'Ther
e is no God'"

A good creationist website is answersingenesis.org

I became a Christian when studying Biological sciences.  At first it didn't occur to me to question Evolution.  Th
en someone challenged me, how I could believe that if I was a Christian.

I was furious!  But then started thinking, "Why am I so angry if its only a theory?  I must have been brainwashed
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!"

What a liberation that was!  Suddenly the many flaws in the Evolutionary concept, and therefore in the "science
" that springs from it, began to be clear.

Although, sadly, I have recently realised that there are true, born-again Christians who are scientists, or at least 
know something about science, yet still believe in Evolution (with the proviso that God created the processes b
y which it came about).

How thay can I don't know

Jeannette

Re: Stupid scientists, on: 2007/2/2 15:59

Quote:
-------------------------
LittleGift wrote:
-------------------------

Its unbelievable how stupid some intelligent folk can be.  A good illustration of "The fool says in his heart, 'There is no G
od'" 

One of my lecturers in those days was talking about the "origin of life".  He described how the wind MIGHT have
whipped up the "primitive" sea, and caused tiny spherical bodies called "coacerates" (spelling?) to form; which
"COULD" have been the precursors of living cells.He innocently remarked, "There must have been some almigh
ty winds in those days".

He didn't have a clue how near the truth he'd got - by accident.

I sat blissfully meditating on Genesis 1, when THE Almighty Wind, the Spirit of God, (could be translated "a mig
hty rushing wind") moved on the face of the waters...

...OH! Just noticed the connection with Acts 2! WOW!!!

Jeannette

Re:, on: 2007/2/2 16:36
Has anyone here heard of Gerald Schroeder?  He is a Jewish theologian who happens to be a nuclear physicist at MIT. 
He wrote a fascinating book on Genesis and evolution called "The Science of God," in which he makes an argument that
evolution without guidance of God is absurd, but that God could of used evolution and have it still be consistent with a ra
ther literal interpretation of scripture (that is 7 days means 7 days, thanks to help from Einstein's theory of relativity).

Here is a link to his website, and some articles he has written:

http://www.geraldschroeder.com/age.html

The book had an extremely large impact on me because at the time I read it, I was a skeptic because of science.  I use s
ome of his argument sometimes to when I witness.  If someone worships evolution, it is nice to be able to show them wh
y even if they want to believe in it, it isn't enough.  I no longer need to wrap my faith around science, but it is refreshing t
o know that without God, not even scientific "explanations" make a hint of sense.
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